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Introduction
As computation has become a fundamental tool for the scientific method in recent years, there has
been a concomitant rise in scientific collaborations of both collocated and geographically distributed
teams. This trend towards collaboration introduced a need for supporting technologies, and scientists
were among the first to adopt information and communication technologies into their work practices.
Tools such as wikis, instant messaging, and email have been widely adopted to aid in collaborative
efforts [1, 2].
Today, a new generation of physicists, biologists, and other scientists is changing the course of scientific
research. Scientists who grew up with Facebook, Twitter, and IM are developing and applying new
means of collaborating to the scientific process. Scientists are beginning to explore the use of social
networking sites, blogging, and microblogging for information exchange. Existing social tools such as
chat, IM, and FriendFind are being adopted and modified for use as group problem-solving facilities.
At the same time, the landscape of science itself is shifting. Increasingly, scientific research is conducted
by large, multi-institution and interdisciplinary project teams, processing exponentially vaster and more
complex data flows. This overwhelming increase in the amount of scientific data being generated has
been called the “data tsunami.” The inability to gain insight into complex scientific phenomena using
current software tools is a bottleneck facing virtually all endeavors of science, because even as data
volume is increasing exponentially, human cognitive capacity is remaining relatively constant.
The confluence of the growing availability of social software with the increasing need for scientific
collaboration to generate, analyze, and derive insight from vast and complex data sets is leading to a
number of interesting developments.
Scientific Social Data Analysis
A new class of Web site has recently emerged that enables users to upload and collectively analyze
many types of data (e.g., Many Eyes [3] and Swivel [4]). These are part of a broad phenomenon that has
been called “social data analysis”. This trend is expanding to the scientific domain where a number of
collaboratories are under development. As the cost of hardware decreases over time, the cost of people
goes up as analyses get more involved, larger groups need to collaborate, and the volume of data
manipulated increases. Science collaboratories aim to bridge this gap by allowing scientists to share, reuse and refine their computational tasks (workflows).
To analyze and understand scientific data, complex computational processes need to be assembled and
insightful visualizations need to be generated, often requiring the combination of loosely coupled
resources, specialized libraries, and grid and Web services. The heterogeneity of the data, its size, and
location, greatly complicate the data analysis pipelines. What are the requirements for the successful

development of scientific social data analysis software? Can such tools, e.g. VisTrails [5], facilitate
scientific insight?
Barriers to the Adoption of New Collaboration Technologies
Although it was once predicted that scientists would "lead the way in making boundaries of distance
obsolete and would be the first to take advantage of new technologies to assemble larger-scale efforts
across distance," barriers exist that make scientific collaboration difficult [6]. Studies have shown that
adoption of technologies can be hindered when they do not complement or are incompatible with
existing work practices [7].
An issue of trust arises when data is made available on the web, since the web can "by-pass many of the
social and technical processes by which communities decide what is known, what is to be trusted, what
is accepted as public, published information."[8] The appropriation of social software for information
exchange further complicates the questions regarding the reliability and security of information
exchange.
In addition, although many technologies make sharing of information increasingly simple, knowledge is
still difficult to transfer [9]. Knowledge is often difficult to represent and changes rapidly, but common
understanding can be negotiated. What role can social software play in developing common ground in
relation to knowledge artifacts?
Summary
How is the confluence of these two major trends (generational turnover in the scientific field and the
oncoming data tsunami) impacting science and the process of scientific collaboration? How can HCI
research elucidate the nature of scientific collaboration infrastructure? Can the study of human
cognitive limitations provide insight into the difficulties facing scientific collaborations? Are there new
approaches to scientific collaboration software that are proving successful in addressing scientists’
challenges?
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